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Absmzc-Dwelopmrat of rffidcot medlum ~ C C D I I  eootml ( M A C )  pro- 
tomb lr a fnadmentnl researeh h u e  la high-speed wireless IM! area 
oecNoI*. (LANr). In thlr paper, XI foema on tho thmughpmt clficicoey 
of mcdiom access algorithms for highspeed wireless LANs which use Car- 
rier Sense MltlUplr AcrordCoUkion Awidiarr(CSMA/CA). We ‘propow 
an efficient dWbotrd  mitention-hmed MAC pmtoeol for wiml‘ss 1-1 
*rea nehvorlrr, mmely,thr Fasf Collision Rcsohtion (FCR) dgoritlnn, and 
show that the pmpoled FCR algorithm pmvidor high throughput aod low 
M e m y  io wirdar LANs. The perlormaace of FCR algorithm is r o m p a d  
nith thatofthrIEEES(n.11 MACalgorithm v i ~ e x t e n ~ v ~ s i m ~ I ~ U ~ 3 1 1  stod- 
La. The rsoltr show that FCR algorithm nchievm a signifi~mtly higher 
rtfldency than the IEEE 802.11 MAC algorithm and b easy to Implemrmt 
io wirela, LAN& 

I .  INTRODUCTION 

I stributed contention-based MAC protocol research in D .  wireless networks started with ALOHA and slotted 
ALOHA in the 1970s. Later, MACA, MACAW, FAMA and 
DFWMAC were proposed by incorporating the carrier sense 
multiple access (CSMA) technique as well as the RTS arid CTS 
handshaking mechanism for collision avoidance (CA) ([I], [6], 
[8] and references therein). The most popular contention-based 
wireless MAC protocol, CSMMCA, becomes the basis: of the 
MAC protocol for the IEEE802.11 standard[lO]. However, it 
is observed that if the number of active users increases, the 
throughput performance of the IEEE802.11 MAC protccol de- 
grades significantly because of the excessively high collision 
rate. Many researchers have focused on analyzing and improv- 
ing the performance of the IEEE802.11 MAC (see for example 
121, [3], [4] and references therein). 

To increase the throughput performance of a dislributed 
contention-based MAC protocol, an efficient collision resolu: 
tion algorithm is needed to reduce the overheads (such as packet 
collisions and idle slots) in each contention cycle. To this end, 
many novel collision resolution algorithms have been pr,>posed. 
For example, improved backoff algorithms are proposed to ad- 
just the increasing and decreasing factors of the contention win- 
dow sue  and the randomly chosen backoff values; the out-band 
busy-tone signaling is used to actively inform others for the 
busy channel status; and the contention information appended 
on the transmitted packets can also serve the purpose to help 
the collision resolutionlll, 121, [71. 181. Among these lines, 

Their basic idea is to dynamically adjust the proper contention 
window size at each station based on the estimation ofthe num- 
ber of active stations. However, in real wireless local area net- 
works, it is not an easy task to estimate the number of active 
stations at run time. 

Although many innovative distributed contention-based 
MAC protocols have been proposed, it is not an easy task to 
satisfy all desirable properties while preserving the simplic- 
ity of implementation in real wireless LANs. In this paper, 
we propose a new efficient distributed contention-based MAC 
algorithm, namely, the fast collision resolufion (FCR) algo- 
rithm. We observe that the main deficiency of most distributed 
contention-based MAC algorithms comes from the packet col- 
lisions and the wasted idle slots due to backoffs in each con- 
tention cycle. For example, in the IEEE 802.1 1 MAC proto- 
col, when the number of active stations increases, there are too 
many stations backed off with small contention windows, hence 
many retransmission attempts will most likely collide again in 
the future, which would slow down the collision resolution. In 
this regard, the FCR algorithm attempts to resolve the collisions 
quickly by increasing the contention window sues of both the 
colliding stations and the deferred stations due to prior loss in 
the contention procedure, i.e., we devise an algorithm so that 
all active stations will redistribute their backoff timers to avoid 
possible “future” collisions. To reduce the number of idle slots, 
the FCR algorithm gives a small idle backoff period for each 
station with successful packet transmission. Moreover, when a 
station detects a number of idle slots, it will start to reduce the 
hackoff timer exponentially, comparing to the linear decrease 
in backoff timer in the IEEE 802.1 1 MAC. We attempt to keep 
the proposed distributed contention-based MAC easily imple- 
mentable in real wireless local area networks. 

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we 
describe the IEEE 802.1 I MAC protocol. Then we present, in 
Section 111, the newly proposed fast collision resolution (FCR) 
algorithm. Performance evaluations via simulative study for 
FCR algorithm is presented in Section IV. In the final section, 
we present the conclusions. 

11. IEEE 802.1 1 MEDIUM ACCESS CONTROL (MAC) . . . . . . . . 
As we mentioned before, the most popular contention- 

based medium access control (MAC) protocol is the carrier 
yo,,,,g sense multiple accesdcollision avoidance (CSMNCA), which 

is widely used in the IEEE 802.1 1 LANs. The basic operations 

Cali, Conti, and Gregori[4] proposed an interesting algorithm 
to improve the performance of the IEEE 802. I 1  MAC protocol. 
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of the CSMNCA algorithm are shown in Fig. I .  
A packet transmission cycle is accomplished with a success- 

ful transmission of a packet by a source station with an ac- 
knowledgment (ACK) from the destination station. General 
operations of the IEEE 802.1 1 MAC protocol are as follows 
(we only consider the distributed coordination function (DCF) 
without RTS-CTS handshake for simplicity). If a station has a 
packet to transmit, it will check the medium status by using the 
carrier sensing mechanism. If the medium is idle, the transmis- 
sion may proceed. If the medium is determined to he busy, the 
station will defer until the medium is determined to he idle for a 
distributed coordination function inter-frame space (DIFS) and 
the backoff procedure will be invoked. The station will set its 
backoff timer to a random backoff time based on the current 
contention window sue (CW): 

BackoffTme (BT) =Random() x aSlotTime ( I )  

where Random() is an integer randomly chosen from a uniform 
distribution over the interval [O,CW-I]. 

After DIFS idle time, the station performs the backoff pro- 
cedure by using the carrier sensing mechanism to determine 
whether there is any activity during each hackoffslot. If the 
medium is determined to be idle during a particular hack- 
off slot, then the hackoff procedure will decrement its back- 
off time by a slot time (BT,,., = BT,,d - aS6otTime). If 
the medium is determined to he busy at any time during a 
backoff slot, then the backcff procedure is suspended. Af- 
ter the medium is determined to he idle for DIFS period, the 
backoff procedure is resumed. Transmission will hegin when- 
ever the hackoff timer reaches zero. After a source station 
transmits a packet to a destination station, if the source sta- 
tion receives an acknowledgment (ACK) without errors after a 
short inter-frame space (SIFS) idle period, the transmission is 
concluded to be successfully completed. If the transmission 
is successfully completed, the contention window (CW) for 
the source station will he reset to the initial (minimum) value 
minCW. If the transmission is not successfully completed (i.e., 
the source station does not receive the ACK after SIFS), the 
contention window (CW) size will he increased (in the IEEE 
802.1 I DSSS CW = -1, retry counter n = 0, ..., 5), 
beginning with the initial value minCW, up to the maximum 
valuemazCW (in the IEEE 802.1 1 DSSS, minCW = 31 and 
mazCW = 1023). This process is called the binary exponen- 
tial backof(BEB), which intends to resolve collisions. More 

detailed operations can be found in [IO]. 

111. FAST COLLISION RESOLUTION : THE BASIC IDEA 

There are two major factors affecting the throughput perfor- 
mance in the IEEE 802.1 1 MAC protocol: transmission failures 
(due to packet collisions) and the idle slots due to backoff at 
each contention cycle, which are shown in Fig. 1. 

Under high traffic load (i.e., all M stations always have pack- 
ets to transmit) and under some ergodicity assumption, we can 
obtain the following expression for the throughput (for exam- 
ple, based on Fig. I ,  we can examine one transmission cy- 
cle)[21, P I :  

m 
12) 

EINrl(E(B.I.I.+i+D,~~S)+(hlB~J .I+ i + ~ , P S + * C X + D , P S ,  
P =  

where EIN,] is the average number of collisions in a vimal 
transmission time (or a virtual transmission cycle), E[B,] is 
the average number of idle slots resulting from backoff for each 
contention period, t. is the length of a slot (i.e., aSlotTime), and 
A is the average packet length. 

From this result, we can see that the hest scenario in Fig. I ,  
which gives the maximum throughput, would be the follow- 
ing: a successful packet transmission must be followed by 
another packet transmission without any overheads, in which 
case, E[N,] = 0, E[BJ = 0,  the throughput would be 

(3) 
m 

(A + SIFS + ACK + DIFS)  Pbest = 

This can he achieved only when a perfect scheduling is pro- 
vided with an imaginable helping hand. In such a scenario, 
each station shall have the probability of packet transmission, 
ptran.(i), at each contention period as follows: 

(4) 

Suppose that under some contention-based random backoff 
schemes, we could assume that the backoff timer is chosen ran- 
domly, then the probability of packet transmission for station i 
during the current contention period would depend on the back- 
off timer: 

where B. is the hackoff timer of station i. 
This means that if station i has the hackoff timer 0 (i.e., 

B; = 0), then its hackoff time is 0 and station i will trans- 
mit a packet immediately. Therefore, this can be interpreted 
as that station i has the probability of packet transmission of 1 
at current contention period. If station i has the hackoff timer 
8, then its hackoff time is also 8;which can he interpreted 
as that station i has the probability of packet transmission of 0 
at current contention period. From this discussion, (4) can be 
converted to (6): 

0 if station i hansmitS ill packet a1 mrrent contention period 
B ; =  { m o b m i s e  

(6) 
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Thus, we conclude that if we could develop a contention- 
bayed MAC algorithm, which assigns a backoff timer 0 to the 
station in transmission while assigns all other stations’ backoff 
timers m for each contention period, then we could achieve the 
perfect scheduling, leading to the maximum throughput. Un- 
fortunately, such a contention-based MAC algorithm does not 
exist in practice. However, this does provide us the basic idea 
how to improve the throughput performance in the MAC proto- 
col design. One way to do so is to design an MAC protocol to 
approximate the behavior of perfect scheduling. 

From (4) and (6), we conclude that to achieve high througb- 
put, the MAC protocol should have the following operational 
characteristics: 

Small random backoff timer for the stotion which hos suc- 
cersfully transmitted a packet at current contention cycle: This 
will decrease the average number of idle slots for each con- 
tention period, E[B,] in (2). 

Large random bockoff timer for stations thot are defirring 
their pocket transmissions at current contention period The 
deferring station means a station which has non-zero bickoff 
timers. Large random backoff timers for deferring statioris will 
decrease the collision probability at subsequent contention pe- 
riods (and avoid future collisions more effectively). . Fast change ofrandom bockoff timer according to its cur- 
rent state: transmitting or deferring: When a station transmits 
a packet successfully, its random backoff timer should be set 
small. The net effect of this operation is that whenever a !;tation 
seizes the channel, it will use the medium as long as possible to 
increase the useful transmissions. When the station is deferring, 
its random backofftimers should be as large as possible to avoid 
the future collisions. The net effect is that all deferring stations 
will give the successful station more time to finish the back- 
logged packets. When a deferring station detects the medium is 
idle for a fixed number of slots, it would conclude that no other 
stations are transmitting, and hence it will reduce the backoff 
timers exponentially to reduce the average idle slots. 

A. Fast Collision Resolution (FCR) Algorithm 

As we pointed out, the major deficiency of the IEEE U02.1 I 
MAC protocol comes from the slow collision resolution as the 
number of active stations increases. An active station (:an be 
in two modes at each contention period, namely, the transmit- 
ting mode when it wins a contention and the deferring mode 
when it loses a contention. When a station transmits a packet, 
the outcome is either one of the two cases: a successful packet 
transmission or a collision. Therefore, a station will be in one of 
the following three states at each contention period: a su.ccess- 
ful packet transmission state, a collision state, and a deferring 
state. In most distributed contention-based MAC algorithms, 
there is no change in the contention window sue  for the defer- 
ring stations, and the backoffti mer will decrease by one slot 
whenever an idle slot is detected. In the proposed fast. colli- 
sion resolution (FCR) algorithm, we will change the contention 
window sue  for the deferring stations and regenerate tha back- 

off timers for all potential transmitting stations to actively avoid 
“future” potential collisions, in this way, we can resolve possi- 
ble packet collisions quickly. More importantly, the proposed 
algorithm preserves the simplicity for implementation like the 
IEEE 802.1 1 MAC. 

The detailed FCR algorithm is described as follows accord- 
ing to the state a station is in: 

1. Bockoff Pmcedure: All active stations will monitor the 
medium. If a station senses the medium idle for a slot, then 
it will decrement its backoff time (BT) by a slot time, i.e., 
BT,,, = BT.rd - aSldTime (or the backoff timer is de- 
creased by one unit in terms of slot). When its backoff timer 
reaches to zero, the station will transmit a packet. If there are 
[(minCW + 1 )  x 2 - 11 consecutive idle slots being detected, 
its backoff timer should be decreased much faster (say, expo- 
nentially fast), i.e., BT,., = BTotd - BTord/2 = BT,rd/2 
( if BT,,,, < aSldTime, then BT,., = 0)or the back- 
off timer is decreased by a half. For example, if a station 
has the backoff timer 2047, hence its backoff time is BT = 
2047 x aSlotTime,wh ich will be decreased by a slot time at 
each idle slot until the backoff timer reaches 2040 (we assume 
that [(minCW + 1 )  x 2 - 11 = 7 or minCW = 3). Af- 
ter then, if the idle slots continue, the backoff timer will be 
decreased by one half, i.e., BT,,., = BTold/2 at each ad- 
ditional idle slot until either it reaches to zero or it senses a 
non-idle slot, whichever comes first. As an illustration, after 
7 idle slots, we will have BT = 1020 x aSlotTime on the 
8th idle slot, BT = 510 x aSlotTime on the 9th idle slot, 
BT = 255 x aSldTime on the loth idle slot, and so on until 
it either reaches to zero or detects a non-idle slot. Therefore, 
the wasted idle backoffti me is guaranteed to be less than or 
equal to 18 x aSlotTime for above scenario. The net effect is 
that the unnecessary wasted idle backoff time will be reduced 
when a station, which has just performed a successful packet 
transmission, runs out of packets for transmission or reaches its 
maximum successive packet transmission limit. 
2. Transmission Failure (Packet Collision): If a station notices 
that its packet transmission bas failed possibly due to packet 
collision (i.e., it fails to receive an acknowledgment from the 
intended receiving station), the contention window sue  of the 
station will be increased and a random backoff time (BT) will 
be chosen, i.e., CW = min(mazCW,CW x 2), BT = 
vnifmm(0,CW - 1) x aSlotTime, where unifurm(a,b) 
indicates a number randomly drawn from the uniform distribu- 
tion between a and band CW is the current contention window 
size. 
3. Successful Packet Transmission: If a station has finished 
a successful packet transmission, then its contention window 
sue  will be reduced to the initial (minimum) contention win- 
dow size minCW and a random backoff time (BT) value 
will be chosen accordingly, i.e., CW = minCW, BT = 
vniform(0,CW - 1 )  x aSlotTime. If a station has per- 
formed successive packet transmissions which reaches the 
maximum successive transmission limit (or larger), then its 
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TABLE I 
N E T W O ~ K  CONRGURATIONS 

contention window size will be increased to the maximum con- 
tention window size mazCW and a random backoff time (BT) 
value will be chosen as follows: CW = mnzCW, BT = 
uniform(0, CW - 1) x aSlotTime. 
4. Dejerring Stare: For a station which is in deferring state, 
whenever it detects the start of a new busy period, which 
indicates either a collision or a packet transmission in the 
medium, the station will increase its contention window size 
and pick a new random backoff time (BT) as follows: CW = 
min(mazCW,CW x Z), BT = uniform(0,CW - 1) x 
aSlotTime. 

In the FCR algorithm, the station that has successfully trans- 
mitted a packet will have the minimum contention window size 
and smaller hackoff timer, hence it will have a higher probabil- 
ity to gain access of the medium, while other stations have rela- 
tively larger contention window size and larger backoff timers. 
After a number of successful packet transmissions for one sla- 
tion, another station may win a contention and this new station 
will then have higher probability to gain access of the medium 
for a period of time. 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

In this section, we present the simulation studies for the pro- 
posed fast collision resolution (FCR) algorithm and the IEEE 
802.1 I MAC protocol in a wireless LAN using direct sequence 
spread spectrum (DSSS). The parameters used in the simula- 
tions are shown in Table I, which are based on the IEEE 802.1 1 
network configurations[ IO]. 

We assume that the best-effort data packets are always avail- 
able at all stations. In the simulations, the packet lengths for 
the best-effort data packets are geometrically distributed with 
parameter q[4] :  

P[PacketLength = e slots] = &'(I - q), i 2 I. 

Thus, the average transmission Time for a packet (the average 
packet length) is given by: 

ih = t8/(l - q) (psec) 

where t. is the slot time, i.e., t, = aSlotTime 

I '9 - m ,- I 
---I, 

Fig. 2. Thmughput for 10 BE data stations wireless LAN 

4 f 

--I_ 

Fig. 3. Thmughpul for IW BE data stations wireks LAN 

We assigned the maximum successive packet transmission 
limit ofthc FCR algorithm as IO All simulations are performed 
for I00 second simulation time. 

Fig. 2 and 3 show the throughput results ofthc IEEE 802 I1 
MAC and FCR for 10 and 100 contending stations, where the 
average transmission time for a packet (i.e.. the average packet 
lcnyh) changes from 100 psec (25 bytes) to 5000 @sec (1250 
bytes). The IEEE 802.1 I MAC algorilhm shows very poor 
throughput performance as the number ofslations increases. In 
Fig. 2 and 3, we can see that the FCR algorithm significantly 
improve the throughput performancc over the IEEE 802.1 I 
MAC algorithm. Moreover, thc throughput performancc of the 
FCR algorithm are not severely degraded as the number of sla- 
lions increases because of the highly efficient collision resolu- 
tion strategy. 

f.. 1:: 
Y 

, ., -. %, % , "  
M Y  

Fig 4 Thmughput vs offered load 
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Fig. 5 .  Delay distribution for 10 stations wireless LAN 

Fig. 6. Delay distribution for 100 stations wireless LAN 

Fig. 4 shows the throughput vs. offered load for the IEEE 
802.1 1 MAC and the FCR algorithm for IO, 50, 100 stxtions 
wireless LAN with the average transmission time for a packet 
(i.e., the average packet length) of 2000 psec (500 bytes). W e  
use a traffic generator with Poisson distribution to provide each 
offered load in this simulation. From Fig. 4, we can see that the 
FCR algorithm also performs very efficiently under light load 
conditions while providing high throughput as network load in- 
creases, and the number of stations hardly affects the perfor- 
mance of the FCR algorithm. 

We carry out analysis for the packet delay of the IEEE 802.1 I 
MAC and the FCR algorithm with the average transmission 

while the IEEE 802.1 I MAC transmits only 11% packets within 
IO msec, 8% packets in the range from IO msec to 20 msec, 
8.5% packets in the range from 20 msec to 30 msec, and so 
on. In the simulation results for the packet delay, it is clear that 
the FCR algorithm transmits most packets successfully within 
pretty short time, while the IEEE 802.1 I MAC transmits pack- 
ets in much longer time due to collisions, which indeed shows 
that the FCR algorithm does resolve collision much faster than 
the IEEE 802.1 1 MAC algorithm does. 

v. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we propose a new contention-based medium 
access control algorithms, namely, the fast collision resolu- 
tion (FCR) algorithm. The FCR algorithm can achieve high 
throughput performance while preserving the implementation 
simplicity in wireless local area networks. In the FCR algo- 
rithm, each station changes the contention window size upon 
both successful packet transmissions and collisions (i.e., upon 
detecting a start of busy period) for all active stations in order to 
redistribute the backoff timers to actively avoid potential future 
collisions. Due to this operation, each station can quickly re- 
solve collisions. Extensive simulation studies for throughput, 
delay distribution and TCP performance have demonstrated 
that the FCR algorithm gives significant performance improve- 
ment over the lEEE802.11 MAC algorithm. 
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